Top issues of the day. CFO Forums cover topics ranging from technology
disruption and global economy to the changing tax landscape, risk
management, doing business in China, sustainability, finance transformation,
retirement and pension risk, capital markets, compliance issues, finance
talent, and health care.
CFO Mission Event
The annual CFO Mission, in addition to the local CFO Forums, we offer a 2-day
immersive experience for a select group of CFOs. Our previous locations
have been in Silicon Valley and Washington, DC.
The CFO Program helps CFOs stay ahead of increasingly complex
demands through unique opportunities to draw on the experience
of Deloitte leaders, subject-matter specialists, CFO peers, and board
members. The CFO Program harnesses our organization’s broad
capabilities to offer forward-thinking insights for every stage of the CFO
career, helping new and experienced CFOs manage the complexities of
the role, tackle their companies’ most compelling challenges, and adapt to
business and market shifts.

CFO Forums
CFO participants set the agenda
CFO-driven. In more than 75 US forums each year, CFOs
drive the agenda, discussing and responding to the toughest
challenges they face. Many of our client CFOs report that
these forums are among their most valuable resources.
Deloitte’s role is primarily to facilitate the meetings and
provide neutral resources to support the meeting agenda.
Peer-to-peer connections. CFO Forums enable CFOs across
diverse industries to share common challenges. By design,
the forums set aside ample time for networking and sharing
insights and solutions to pressing challenges.Participants
say this interaction is one of their favorite aspects of the
forum experience.

The CFO Program was developed to offer CFOs and aspiring CFOs a
trusted, valued, and comprehensive “go-to” resource for personal
career development and success as the CFO role evolves to address
new demands. For more information visit www.deloitte.com/us/cfo.

CFO Program mission
Inform: Provide a comprehensive library of CFO-focused content to
help CFOs achieve business and personal career goals.
Develop: Help CFOs nurture talent and prepare promising leaders
for increasing levels of responsibility.
Connect: Connect CFOs with peers and leaders in the
CFO community.
Empower: Help CFOs gain the skills and insights to take charge of
their finance organizations and careers, and lead with confidence.
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